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the social psychology of love and attraction
harmonious relationships than those who do not (buunk & bosman, 1985; lemay, jr., & clark,
2008). leitner and klion (1986) extended this finding to individu-als with similar levels of
self-esteem for the social psychology of love and attraction mcnair scholars journal.
identifying family and relationship theories in family
humanistic psychology theory this theory (along with approaches touted by carl rogers)
emphasizes emotions and feelings. such approaches are based on the assumption that
positive relationships are crucial to a person’s well-being. they are heavily focused on
communication, affirmation, and providing support in relationships. look for:
psychological perspectives on interpersonal communication
these relationships is the goal of business communication. cultural diversity, globalization,
organizational restructuring, worker specialization, and technology contribute to the current
emphasis on interpersonal skills. the aim of this article is to highlight the links between
psychology and interpersonal communication skills.
the development of romantic relationships in adolescence
relationships for the sake of convenience or status or perhaps as a cover for their sexual
orientation. these relationships would not be prototypic romantic relationships, however. yet,
the attraction toward a romantic partner involves passion or feelings
general psychology - ivcc
relationships. dr. watson is most interested in the goal of: a) descriptions b) explanation c)
prediction d) control. quiz 4. name which of the following early psychologists would have been
most likely to agree with –applied psychology –direct practical significance;
mother and daughter relationships - social skills place
the social skills groups mother and daughter relationships social skills groups are held at: the
social skills place, inc. the self psychology theory of normal child development states that all
children, at some point in is a phase when relationships with peers slowly replace the
ib learning outcomes - frankumstein
psychology of human relationships the social psychology option focuses on human
relationships; these relationships may be romantic, friendship, familial or antagonistic. humans
are social animals but while we depend on others for our well-being, conflict with others can
threaten our survival individually and as social groups.
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relationship formation on the internet: what’s the big
partment of psychology, new york university, 6 washington place, seventh floor, new york, ny
being the real me: a model of relationship formation on the internet relationships develop
much more quickly than do their non-internet relationships,
childhood close family relationships and health
childhood close family relationships and health edith chen northwestern university gene h.
brody ment of psychology, northwestern university; gene h. brody, center for gene h. brody
childhood close family relationships and health. gregory e. miller. the.
the psychology of close relationships: fourteen core
the psychology of close relationships: fourteen core principles eli j. finkel,1 jeffry a. simpson,2
relationships, how relationships operate, and how relationship outcomes are in?uenced by
both 2the evolutionary psychology of human mating (buss 2008) developed alongside
mainstream relationship science. by and
ent social variables in?uence health through entirely
social relationships and health sheldon cohen carnegie mellon university the author discusses
3 variables that assess different sociology and social psychology abound with terms that refer
to different properties of the social environment, and many of these constructs may have
implications for health.
boundaries and dangers in the supervisory relationship
boundaries and dangers in the supervisory relationship philip r. budd, psy.d. a tenured
professor in a large psychology depart- ment, was having an informal conversation with a
relationships between psychotherapy supervision and patient change. journal of clinical
psychology,
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